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1A KKM-RESULT AND AN APPLICATION FOR BINARY
AND NON-BINARY CHOICE FUNCTIONS
Juan V. Llinares, M. Carmen Sánchez & Begoña Subiza
ABSTRACT
By generalizing the classical Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Theo-
rem, we obtain a result that provides su¢cient conditions to ensure the
non-emptiness of several kinds of choice functions. This result generalizes
well-known results on the existence of maximal elements for binary relations
(Bergstrom, 1975; Walker, 1977; Tian, 1993), on the non-emptiness of non-
binary choice functions (Nehring, 1996; Llinares and Sánchez, 1999) and on
the non-emptiness of some classical solutions for tournaments (top cycle and
uncovered set) on non-…nite sets.
KEYWORDS: Binary Choice Function; Non-Binary Choice Function;
KKM Theorem; Maximal Elements; Tournament Solutions.
21I n t r o d u c t i o n
An interesting problem in choice theory consists of …nding su¢cient condi-
tions to ensure the non-emptiness of choice functions on a class of choice
situations su¢ciently large, especially whenever in…nite sets of alternatives
are considered. This kind of result is very important, not only in economics
but also in decision analysis, optimization and game theory. In general,
there are two di¤erent approaches to dealing with this problem, those of
binary and non-binary choice functions.
In the binary case, the choice function is made by using a binary relation
(representing preferences), and the choice set consists of the best elements
according to this binary relation. There is a great number of works devoted
to the analysis of the existence of maximal elements, since they are consid-
ered “the best ones”. In order to ensure the existence of maximal elements
in each feasible subset, the acyclicity of the binary relation is a necessary
condition; but there are many contexts in which to ask, a priori, for acyclic-
ity of the binary relation is too strong a restriction. This is the case of
realistic social decision mechanisms as, for instance, majority voting where
it is well known that cycles may appear. This fact has inspired many papers
on the problem of choosing the best elements when there are no maximal
elements; the study of tournaments (asymmetric and complete binary rela-
tions), in particular, has been extensively developed (see for instance Miller,
1977, 1980 and McKelvey, 1986).
The non-binary approach considers situations in which the choice func-
tion is not representable by a binary relation. Some of the motivations for
considering this kind of choice function are the unresolvedness of preferences
(see Nehring, 1997) or the use of non-classical mechanisms (see Aizerman
and Malishevski, 1981). To our best knowledge, the only results that can be
found in the literature that ensure the non-emptiness of non-binary choice
functions are those presented by Nehring (1996), who analyzes this problem
for a class of contraction-consistent choice functions, and that of LLinares
and Sánchez (1999), who solve the same problem by using weaker condi-
tions and by enlarging the family of sets on which the non-emptiness can be
ensured.
The aim of this work is to provide a result on the non-emptiness of choice
functions that uni…es all these di¤erent approaches considered in the litera-
ture. Since most of them are based on a reasoning of non-empty intersection,
we start by generalizing the classical Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz The-
orem (from now on, KKM Theorem) to a context in which no linear structure
is required. Then, as a consequence, a result on the non-emptiness of choice
functions is presented. This result can be applied to the di¤erent choice
functions mentioned above (maximal elements, choices from tournaments
and non-binary choice functions).
32A K K M r e s u l t
Let X be a topological space and F(X) the family of non-empty …nite
subsets of X: For each B µ X; its topological closure is denoted by cl(B)
and, if A µ X and B µ A; clA[B] denotes the topological closure of B on
A with respect to the relative topology induced on A by the topology of
X: Moreover, if X is a topological vector space, the convex hull of B µ X
is denoted by H(B): As usual, ¢n is the n-dimensional simplex of Rn+1
(i.e., ¢n = H(fei : i =0 ;1;:::;ng) with feign
i=0 the canonical basis of Rn+1)
and, for all J µf 0;1;:::;ng; ¢J represents the corresponding face (i.e.,
¢J = H(fei : i 2 Jg)).
We are going to present our generalized KKM result by making use of a
general abstract convexity structure called L-structure which is a powerful
tool to ensure the existence of maximal elements (see LLinares, 1998a).
Formally,
De…nition 1 (Ben-El-Mechaiekh et al., 1998) Let X be a topological
space, X has an L-structure if there exists a non-empty valued correspon-
dence ª:F(X) ! X and for all B 2F(X),n a m e l yB = fb0;b 1;:::;bng;
there exists a continuous function fB :¢ n ! ª(B) such that for all
J µf 0;1;:::;ng, fB(¢J) µ ª(fbi : i 2 Jg):
The pair (X;ª) is called an L-space.
Remark 1 T h en o t i o no fa nL - s p a c ei se q u i v a l e n tt ot h a to fa nm c - s p a c e
(LLinares 1998b), which generalizes the notion of usual convexity as well as
other abstract convexity structures (simplicial convexity, c-spaces,...). For
instance, if X is a topological vector space, then an L-structure on X can
easily be de…ned by considering ª:F(X) ! X , ª(B)=H(B) for all
B = fb0;b 1;:::;bng2F(X); and by de…ning fB :¢ n ! ª(B) as fB(¸)=
n P
i=0
¸ibi; for all ¸ =( ¸0;¸ 1;:::;¸n) 2 ¢n. So, in De…nition 1, function fB can
be interpreted, in a sense, as being an abstract convex combination of the
elements in B:
The classical KKM Theorem (see for instance Border, 1985) provides a su¢-
cient condition for a …nite family of closed subsets of Rn to have non-empty
intersection.
Theorem 1 [Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Theorem] Let fF0;F 1;:::;Fng







Fi is compact and non-empty.
4W ep r o v i d eas i m i l a rr e s u l tb u ti nt h em o r eg e n e r a lc o n t e x to fL - s p a c e s .
To do so, we need the notion of generalized KKM-correspondence,t h a t
extends the notion of KKM-correspondence introduced by Dugundji and
Granas in the context of usual convexity (Dugundji and Granas, 1982; Def-
inition II.5.11) to the context of L-spaces.
De…nition 2 Let X and Y be topological spaces such that X has an L-
structure de…ned by ª:F(X) ! X and by fB :¢ n ! ª(B) for each
B 2F (X): A correspondence ¡:Y ! X is said to be a generalized
KKM-correspondence, if for all fy0;y 1;:::;y ng2F (Y ); there exists a





With respect to continuity conditions, we make use of a weak continuity
notion called Transfer Closedness. This condition has been used by Zhou
and Tian (1992) and by Tian (1993), among others, to obtain the existence
of maximal elements.
De…nition 3 [Transfer closedness] Let X and Y be topological spaces. A
correspondence ©:Y ! X is said to be transfer closed-valued on Y if
for every y 2 Y and x 2 X; if x= 2 ©(y) then there exists y0 2 Y such that
x= 2 cl[©(y0)]:
Theorem 2 Let X and Y be topological spaces and ¡:Y ! X at r a n s -
fer closed-valued correspondence on Y such that there exists y¤ 2 Y with
cl[¡(y¤)] compact. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:





Proof. [i) ) ii)] Assume that there exists an L-structure on X given by
ª:F(X) ! X and by fB :¢ n ! ª(B) for each B 2F(X); such that ¡ is
a generalized KKM-correspondence. Since ¡ is transfer-closed valued on Y ,






So, it is su¢cient to prove that \
y2Y
cl[¡(y)] is non-empty. To do so, we …rst
prove that the family fcl[¡(y)]gy2Y satis…es the non-empty …nite intersection
property. Consider fy0;y 1;:::;y ng2F(Y ) and fcl[¡(yi)]g
n
i=0 : Since ¡:Y !
X is a generalized KKM-correspondence, we know that, associated to this
5set fy0;y 1;:::;yng, there exists a subset B = fx0;x 1;:::;xng2F (X); such






So, if we de…ne Ri =( fB)¡1 [cl[¡(yi)]] for all i 2f 0;1;:::;ng; then we
know that fRign
i=0 is a family of closed subsets of ¢n and, by (1), that
¢J µ[
j2J
Rj for all J µf 0;1;:::;ng: So, we can apply Theorem 1 to obtain








cl[¡(yi)] and we can conclude
that family fcl[¡(y)]gy2Y has the non-empty …nite intersection property.
But this implies that family fcl[¡(y)] \ cl[¡(y¤)]gy2Y ; which is a family of
closed subsets of the compact subset cl[¡(y¤)]; also satis…es this property.
So, by compactness, we can ensure that
\
y2Y
[cl[¡(y)] \ cl[¡(y¤)]] 6= ;;
a n ds i n c ew ec a nr e w r i t e
\
y2Y
[cl[¡(y)] \ cl[¡(y¤)]] = \
y2Y
cl[¡(y)];
we obtain the required conclusion.
[ii) ) i)] Conversely, if we assume that \
y2Y
¡(y) 6= ;; then we can take
x¤ 2\
y2Y
¡(y) and de…ne an L-structure on X as follows: ª:F(X) ! X is
given by the constant function ª(B)=x¤ for all B = fb0;b 1;:::;b ng2F(X);
and function fB :¢ n ! ª(B) is de…ned as fB(¸)=x¤ for all ¸ 2 ¢n: Then
it is easy to verify that, with this L-structure, ¡ is a generalized KKM-
correspondence.
The previous result generalizes the classical KKM Theorem, since it has
been stated for a non-…nite family of not necessarily closed subsets in a
general topological space and no sort of linear structure has been required.
Furthermore, it also generalizes most of the KKM results obtained within
the usual convex framework (Fan’s Lemma in Dugundji and Granas, 1982;
or Lemma 1 in Tian, 1993), as well as those obtained in other abstract
convexity structures (Bielawski, 1987; or Horvath, 1991).
3 An application to binary and non-binary choice
functions
In this section we present a general result on the non-emptiness of choice
functions. Throughout this section, X denotes a topological space and D
a family of non-empty subsets of X that represents the di¤erent feasible
sets presented for choice. Given A 2 D; DA denotes a family of non-empty
subsets of A: A choice function is a correspondence that assigns to each
choice situation a subset of it, that is,
6C : D ! X such that C(A) µ A for all A 2 D:
Theorem 3 Let X be a topological space and C : D ! X ac h o i c ef u n c t i o n .





ii) ­A is transfer closed-valued;
iii) A is an L-space such that ­A is a generalized KKM-correspondence;
iv) there exists D¤ 2 DA with clA[­A(D¤)] compact on A;
then, C(A) 6= ;:
Proof. It is su¢cient to apply Theorem 2 to any A 2 D satisfying all of
the hypothesis of Theorem 3, to ensure that \
D2DA
­A(D) 6= ;: Then, by
applying i), the conclusion is obtained.
In order to show that this result generalizes some results on the non-
emptiness of usual choice functions (maximal elements, top cycle, uncovered
set, non-binary choice functions,...), we consider the family DA = F(A)
for every A 2 D and, given the choice function C : D ! X ,w ed e … n e
correspondence ­A : F(A) ! A as follows,
­A(T)=fa 2 A j a 2 C(T [f ag)g for all T 2F(A):
In order to present the results in a clear way, we analyze the case of
binary and that of non-binary choice functions in two di¤erent subsections.
3.1 Binary choice functions
3.1.1 Existence of maximal elements
T h en o t i o no fabinary choice function requires that the choice depends
on a binary relation R. The most usual case in this context is that in
which the choice is made by maximizing this binary relation. We consider
R a complete and re‡exive binary relation, so this choice function can be
expressed as C : D ! X such that for all A 2 D;C (A)=fa¤ 2 A j a¤Ra
8a 2 Ag. Therefore, the non-emptiness choice is reduced to ensure the
existence of greatest (or maximal) elements. It is also possible to analyze
the binary case through non-complete preference relations, but since both
approaches have been proven to be equivalent (Kim and Richter, 1986) we
shall consider the weak approach.
7In this context, there are two basic ways to prove the existence of maxi-
mal elements on compact sets. One of them assumes convexity and continu-
ity conditions (see Fan, 1961; Sonnenschein, 1971; and Shafer and Sonnen-
schein, 1975 among others), while the other approach assumes transitivity
and continuity conditions (see Bergstrom, 1975; Walker, 1977; Campbell and
Walker, 1990; or Subiza and Peris, 1997). Among the most recent work, we
must mention the results of Zhou and Tian (1992), Tian (1993) or LLinares
(1998a) that unify these two approaches. One of the most general works
that provides su¢cient conditions to ensure the existence of maximal ele-
ments is that of Tian (1993), so we shall focus on his results. He considers
Hausdor¤ topological vector spaces and imposes transfer closedness as well
as a convexity condition (transfer FS-convexity), to the upper contour set
correspondence (UA : A ! A; UA(a)=fb 2 A j bRag).
De…nition 4 [Transfer FS-convexity] Let Y be a topological space and X
a non-empty convex subset in a topological vector space E: Ac o r r e s p o n -
dence ©:Y ! X is said to be transfer FS-convex on Y if for any
fy0;y 1;:::;y ng2F(Y ); t h e r ee x i s t sac o r r e s p o n d i n gs u b s e tfx0;x 1;:::;x ng2
F(X) such that for any J µf 0;1;:::;ng; we have
H(fxj : j 2 Jg) µ[
j2J
©(yj):
A binary relation R de…ned on X is said to be transfer FS-convex on
A if the correspondence UA : A ! A is transfer FS-convex on A.
Next we prove that Tian’s result on the existence of greatest elements
(Tian, 1993) can be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 3.
Corollary 1 [Tian, 1993; Theorem 1] Let A be a non-empty compact convex
subset of a Hausdor¤ topological vector space E and let RA be a binary
relation de…ned on A such that UA : A ! A is transfer closed-valued on A:
If RA is transfer FS-convex on A; then the set of greatest elements of RA
on A is non-empty and compact.
Proof. It is su¢cient to consider D as the family of non-empty compact
convex subsets of E satisfying the conditions of the corollary. To apply
Theorem 3, we de…ne the choice correspondence, C : D ! E such that for
all A 2 D;C (A)=fa¤ 2 A j a¤RAa 8a 2 Ag: Moreover, for all A 2 D we
consider DA = F(A): Note that for all T 2F(A), ­A(T)=\
a2T
UA(a) which
is transfer closed-valued and obviously \
T2F(A)
­A(T)=C(A); so conditions
i) and ii) from Theorem 3 are satis…ed. Condition iv) is also satis…ed since A
is a compact set, so for all D 2 DA;c l A[­A(D)] is compact on A.I no r d e r
to show that A is an L-space such that ­A : F(A) ! A is a generalized
KKM-correspondence we de…ne the L-structure on A as follows. For all
8B = fb0;b 1;:::;bng2F (A); correspondence ª:F(A) ! A is given by
ª(B)=A and function fB :¢ n ! ª(B) is de…ned as a constant function
given by the last element, that is, fB(¸)=bn for all ¸ 2 ¢n: So, it is
obviously a continuous function and, for all J µf 0;1;:::;ng; it is satis…ed
that fB(¢J)=bn 2 ª(fbj : j 2 Jg)=A:
Finally, we verify that ­A : F(A) ! A is a generalized KKM-correspondence
for this L-structure. To do so, …rst note that for all T 2F(A); since UA is
transfer FS-convex, we can apply Theorem 2 by considering the usual con-
vexity to ensure that \
t2T
UA(t) 6= ;: So, for all fT0;T 1;:::;TngµF (A); we





i=0 and we apply the previous reason-






UA(t): Thus, we de…ne subset B = ft0;t 1;:::;t ng2



















and we can conclude that ­A is a generalized KKM-correspondence and
Theorem 3 can be applied to ensure that C(A) 6= ;:
We would like to mention that, by a similar reasoning and as a con-
sequence of Theorem 3, the other results in Tian’s work (1993), on the
existence of maximal elements for strict binary relations and for the case in
which non-compact and non-convex choice sets are considered, can be also
obtained.
3.1.2 Tournament Solutions
Miller (1977) showed that majority preferences may be represented as a
tournament. A tournament T =( X;P) consists of a non-empty set X and a
complete asymmetric binary relation P de…ned on X (xPy means x beats y).
Typically, in such situations, there is no Condorcet winner (an alternative
which beats all others), but there are other, arguably compelling, methods
of formulating non-empty choice functions based on majority preferences.
Some central methods are the top cycle (Schwartz 1972, 1986 and Miller
1977) and the uncovered set (Fishburn 1977 and Miller 1980). Given a tour-
nament T =( X;P),i fP1 denotes the transitive closure of P on X (xP1y
, there are x1;x 2;:::;xn 2 X such that x = x1Px2;x 2Px3;:::;x n¡1Pxn =
y); t h et o pc y c l ec a nb ed e … n e da sTC(X;P)=fx 2 X j xP1y for all
y 2 X;x 6= yg; whereas an alternative x is in the uncovered set UC(X;P);
if for all y 2 X; xPy or there is z 2 X such that xPz and zPy (two step
principle).
By using Theorem 3 we obtain the following results which ensure the
non-emptiness of the above mentioned choice functions for general sets of
9alternatives.
Corollary 2 Let A be a non-empty compact subset of a Hausdor¤ topolog-
ical space E and let T =( A;P) be a tournament such that UA
1 : A ! A,
UA
1(a)=fb 2 A : bP1ag[f ag is transfer closed-valued on A: Then
TC(A;P) 6= ;.
Proof. Consider the choice function C : DA ! X de…ned as C(T)=
fa 2 T j aP1tf o ra l lt2 T; t 6= ag,b e i n gP1 the transitive closure of
P on A: As we have de…ned ­A(T)=fa 2 A j a 2 C(T [f ag)g for all





1(a); and since UA
1
is transfer closed-valued, ­A is transfer closed-valued, so conditions i) and
ii) from Theorem 3 are satis…ed. In order to prove that ­A : F(A) ! A
is a generalized KKM-correspondence, we de…ne the L-structure on A by
considering ª:F(A) ! A given by ª(B)=A for all B 2F (A): For
any B = fb0;b 1;:::;bng2F (A); we know that there exists b¤ 2 B such
that b¤P1bj for all bj 2 B;b¤ 6= bj: The function fB :¢ n ! ª(B) is
then de…ned as a constant function given by this element (if there is more
t h a no n eo ft h e s ee l e m e n t s ,w et h e nc h o o s et h eo n ew i t hg r e a t e s ti n d e x
according to the order …xed in subset B), that is, fB(¸)=b¤ for all ¸ 2 ¢n:
So, it is obviously a continuous function and, for all J µf 0;1;:::;ng; it
is satis…ed that fB(¢J)=b¤ 2 ª(fbj : j 2 Jg)=A: But then, ­A :
F(A) ! A is a generalized KKM-correspondence because we can de…ne, for
all fT0;T 1;:::;T ngµF (A); the subset B = ft0;t 1;:::;t ng2F (A); where
tiP1t for all t 2 Ti;t6= ti and we select, by reasoning as above, the element
t¤ 2 B such that t¤P1tj for all tj 2 B;t¤ 6= tj: Then we can conclude that












Finally, note that the last condition in Theorem 3 is obviously satis…ed due
to the fact that A is a compact set. Theorem 3 can, therefore, be applied
to conclude that C(A)=TC(A;P) 6= ;:
Corollary 3 Let A be a non-empty compact subset of a Hausdor¤ topo-
logical space E and T =( A;P) at o u r n a m e n ts u c ht h a tUA
2 : A ! A,
UA
2 (a)=fb 2 A : bPa or bPc;cPa for some c 2 Ag[f ag is transfer
closed-valued on A: Then UC(A;P) 6= ;.
Proof. The proof is omitted since it is analogous to the previous one.
3.2 Non-binary choice functions
We start by introducing the di¤erent assumptions that are used in the non-
binary context to prove the non-emptiness of choice functions. As usual,
10we consider that D is a family of non-empty subsets of X that contains all
of the …nite subsets of X (see Moulin, 1985; Nehring, 1996; LLinares and
Sánchez, 1999). Since the result obtained by LLinares and Sánchez (1999)
is more general than that of Nehring (1996), we shall focus on their result
for the non-binary case. The assumptions imposed to the choice function
are the following,
Non-emptiness: For all A 2F(X);C (A) 6= ;:
Axiom ®¤ : For all A 2F (X); there exists a¤ 2 C(A) such that for all
B 2F(A); if a¤ 2 B then a¤ 2 C(B):
Finitariness: For all A 2 D; if a 2 A and for all B 2F (A); [a 2 B )
a 2 C(B)]; then a 2 C(A):
Transfer Continuity: For all A 2 D; ­A is a transfer closed-valued cor-
respondence.
We start by proving that the contraction consistency assumption, Axiom
®¤; implies that it is possible to de…ne an L-structure on the space such that
­A is a generalized KKM-correspondence.
Lemma 1 Let X be a topological space and C : D ! X a choice function
satisfying Axiom ®¤: Then for all A 2 D it is possible to de…ne an L-
structure on A such that ­A is a generalized KKM-correspondence.
Proof. Given A 2 D; we de…ne the L-structure on A by considering ª:
F(A) ! A given by ª(B)=A for all B = fb0;b 1;:::;bng2F(A): To de…ne
function fB :¢ n ! ª(B) we apply Axiom ®¤ to subset B and we select the
corresponding element of B which is always chosen in any subset of B that
contains it, namely b¤ (if there is more than one of these elements, then we
choose the one with greatest index according to the order …xed in subset B):
Then, function fB is de…ned as a constant function given by this element,
that is, fB(¸)=b¤ for all ¸ 2 ¢n: So, it is obviously a continuous function
and for all J µf 0;1;:::;ng it is satis…ed that fB(¢J)=b¤ 2 ª(fbj : j 2
Jg)=A: Finally, it is easy to verify that ­A : F(A) ! A is a generalized
KKM-correspondence. To do so, de…ne, for all fT0;T 1;:::;TngµF (A);
subset B = ft0;t 1;:::;t ng2F (A); where ti is one of the elements provided




Tj: But since tn is the element

















11Corollary 4 [LLinares and Sánchez, 1999] Let X be a topological space and
C : D ! X a choice function satisfying Non-emptiness, Axiom ®¤;
Finitariness and Transfer Continuity, then for all A 2 D such that
there exists T¤ 2F(A) with clA[­A(T¤)] compact, C(A) 6= ;:
Proof. Consider A 2 D such that there exists T¤ 2F(A) with clA[­A(T¤)]
compact: It is then clear that Finitariness implies condition i) from Theorem
3, transfer continuity implies ii), Lemma 1 implies iii) and iv) is obviously
satis…ed by the hypothesis. We can therefore, apply Theorem 3 to obtain
the required conclusion.
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